
 Earth Day Essay 

 Earth Day is an important day around the world. It is a day that people come together to 
 clean up the environment, talk about pollution and other problems that affect the earth but also 
 ways to help the earth. We celebrate earth day because the people of the U.S. wanted a day to 
 bring awareness about pollution and people wanted to help the earth to be healthier again. 

 The first thing that I can do is start planting flowers, trees, and other plants to help clean 
 the air. Plants, and trees have been proven to clean the air, and if there are more of them the air 
 that we breathe and live in every day would be cleaner. I think having clean air is important 
 because people can get sick from all the pollution and air going into their lungs. Breathing in air 
 that has been polluted can affect lung development and can help in the development of 
 emphysema, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases. 

 Another thing people can do is petition for more beach, ocean and road clean ups. So 
 many people don’t properly dispose of their garbage and it ends up in places like the beach and 
 the ocean. Having a lot of waste in the ocean is extremely hazardous to sea life, turtles have 
 had to have surgery and surgeons things like straws in their stomachs. Birds on beaches and 
 roads have been found with plastic pack rings on their necks because they weren't disposed of 
 properly, to stop this from happening people should make cuts in the rings so if a bird happens 
 to stumble across plastic pack rings they can easily get them off. Roads should also be cleaned 
 up, because it is also a hazard to have garbage there. If a piece of plastic is sharp it can 
 puncture a hole in a car’s tire, garbage can block motorists’ view in the road if it’s caught in the 
 wind. Plastic bags and other garbage can get into drains and block the drainage systems 
 causing chemicals to get into water supplies. 

 A thing people could do is educate people on earth day and how to help make the 
 earth healthy again. The best way to do this is through social media, because about 4.48 billion 
 people worldwide have some type of account. Some people on social media  are actually 
 already educating people on pollution, global warming, and also earth day. Global warming is 
 caused by greenhouse gas emissions blanketing the earth and they trap the sun's heat. Global 
 warming is leading to hotter temperatures, more severe storms, increased drought, rising 
 oceans, loss of species, not enough food, and more health risks. A lot of people don’t think that 
 global warming is important until they hear that it is causing all of these problems and some 
 people still don’t believe what is right in front of their eyes, that’s why it’s important for more 
 people to start educating each other. 

 Earth day is important to bring awareness to pollution and try to encourage 
 recycling and cleaning the air. There are many ways, which anyone can do, that will help 
 improve the Earth.If everyone makes small changes in their daily life, the Earth will be better for 
 everyone. 


